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The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP), an instrument on the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared 
Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO), operated as an atmospheric lidar system studying the climate impact of clouds 

and aerosols in the atmosphere. The photomultiplier tubes (PMT) of the 532 nm detector in the CALIOP receiver exhibit a non-
ideal recovery of the lidar signal after striking a strongly backscattering target, such as water cloud or land/snow surface. This 
paper discusses the receiver transient response of the CALIOP instrument. A simple numerical model of the receiver transient 
response is presented, which predicts the relationship between surface peak signals at three range bins. The CALIOP transient 
response function in 30 m vertical resolution, which is used to remove any impacts on the attenuated backscatter profile of water 
clouds imparted by a non-ideal transient response of PMT, was obtained by using twelve adjacent lidar bins of land surface 
return. An analytical expression of the CALIOP transient response function in high vertical resolution, which is useful for the 
lidar altimetry study from the CALIOP lidar measurements, was calculated by the least square fitting of lidar measurements from 
land surfaces.
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